# How to find courses

All course descriptions can be found at [www.kurser.ku.dk](http://www.kurser.ku.dk)

---

**1.** Write part of or the entire course title, or you can search for subjects or word that you find interesting.

**2.** If you know the level of the course it can be chosen here (BSc / MSc).

**3.** If you know the Faculty it can be chosen here.

**4.** If you know the Department it can be chosen here.

**5.** If you have a preferred teaching language it can be chosen here.

**6.** Choose here which academic year you want to take the course in.

**7.** If you have a preferred semester or block for courses it can be chosen here.

**8.** If you have a preferred schedule placement for your course it can be chosen here. See an overview of the schedule placements.

**9.** If you only want to see that are offered to for students in continuing education you can mark this.

---

**A.** If you need to see a course description from before autumn 2013, it is possible through one of these links.

**B.** If you need to see a course description from after autumn 2014 to 31 April current year, click here.